The Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED)-currently by far the most widely used global fire emissions inventory-is primarily driven by the 500 m MODIS MCD64A1 burned area (BA) product. This product is unable to detect many smaller fires, and the new v4.1s of GFED addresses this deficiency by using a 'small fire boost' (SFB) methodology that estimates the 'small fire' burned area from MODIS active fire (AF) detections. We evaluate the performance of this approach in two globally significant agricultural burning regions dominated by small fires, eastern China and north-western India. We find the GFED4.1s SFB can affect the burned area and fire emissions data reported by GFED very significantly, and the approach shows some potential for reducing low biases in GFED's fire emissions estimates of agricultural burning regions. However, it also introduces several significant errors. In north-western India, the SFB slightly improves the temporal distribution of agricultural burning, but the magnitude of the additional burned area added by the SFB is far too low. In eastern China, the SFB appears to have some positive effects on the magnitude of agricultural burning reported in June and October, but significant errors are introduced in the summer months via false alarms in the MODIS AF product. This results in a completely inaccurate 'August' burning period in GFED4.1s, where false fires are erroneously stated to be responsible for roughly the same amount of dry matter fuel consumption as fires in June and October. Even without the SFB, we also find problems with some of the burns detected by the MCD64A1 burned area product in these agricultural regions. Overall, we conclude that the SFB methodology requires further optimisation and that the efficacy of GFED4.1s' 'boosted' BA and resulting fire emissions estimates require careful consideration by users focusing in areas where small fires dominate.
Introduction
The Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED) is currently the most widely used global fire emissions inventory. It is based on the Seiler and Crutzen [1] approach that multiplies mapped burned area (BA) by modelled fuel consumptions and species-specific gas and aerosol emission factors to estimate fire emissions at a 0.25 • spatial resolution [2] . The BA maps used by GFED are provided by NASA's 500-m spatial resolution MODIS BA product (MCD64A1), which classifies pixels as burned using a spectral reflectance-based change detection technique [3] . The BA signature of landscape fires typically lasts for several days to several months post-fire (depending on biome), making these BA maps somewhat immune to cloud-cover and satellite observation gaps [3] . This contrasts with the 
Study Areas
The area of eastern China studied here spans 111-123 • E and 27-41 • N, covering 1.7 million km 2 ( Figure 1 ). It is responsible for an estimated 25% of China's crop production (~51% of the national rice yield; [18] ), and is home to around one third of the Chinese population. This area sees widespread agricultural burning of wheat, rice and other agricultural residues, and is believed to be responsible for more than 50% of China's total biomass burning emissions [13, 19] . However, typical agricultural field sizes are small, reportedly a mean of around 700 m 2 , and thus equivalent to only~0.25% of the area of a 500 m MODIS pixel [18] . For this reason, many such fields would need to be burned within a single MODIS 500 m pixel to result in a successful BA detection via spectral reflectance change detection methods, and this is the reason for the very significant underestimation of BA typically reported in such regions by the MCD64A1 BA product [11] . Nevertheless, satellite data are effective enough to show recurrent burning across this eastern China region occurs around June and October every year [17] .
The north-western India study area surrounding the Punjab region (73-78 • E, 27-33 • N; Figure 2 ) covers 0.3 million km 2 . This area encompasses the main agricultural residue burning region of India [20] , with state-wide inventories reporting that~16% of the total crop residue production of 620 T g is burned in fields [21] , primarily between October to November every year, but with a secondary burning peak in May [20] .
Landsat and Sentinel-2 Data Processing
For comparison to the coarser spatial resolution BA data derived from MODIS at 500 m pixel size (and presented in the GFED4.1s inventory at 0.25 • ), Sentinel-2 and Landsat ETM+ imagery were used to map burned areas at 100-m spatial resolution, based on the differencing of pre-and post-fire normalised burn ratio measures (dNBR) as developed by [22] :
Here ρ SW IR and ρ N IR refer to the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance recorded in the short-wave infrared and near infrared bands (Band 7 and 5 for Landsat 8 and Band 12 and 8A for Sentinel-2). The combined use of these two sensors in a similar way has previously been reported by [23] .
Following [22] , a simple dNBR threshold was used to differentiate unburned (dNBR < 0.27) and burned pixels (dNBR ≥ 0.27), and the summed area of the latter used to calculate total BA for the scene. Because the high spatial resolution of the input data is of a similar size to the agricultural fields, it is expected that this dNBR-based metric provides reasonable mapping of BA in this small-fire dominated, agricultural environment [22] . reported by GFED4, which uses the MODIS MCD64A1 BA product as its BA metric for all years after the early 2000's. (2nd column) BA reported by the most recent GFED4.1s inventory, which increases the basic MCD64A1 measured BA via an adaptation of the 'small fire boosting' approach developed by [11] (which is primarily driven by MODIS AF detections). (3rd column) Fraction of BA reported by GFED4.1s that comes from the SFB methodology of [11] , and (4th column) the fire reported by GFED4, which uses the MODIS MCD64A1 BA product as its BA metric for all years after the early 2000's. (2nd column) BA reported by the most recent GFED4.1s inventory, which increases the basic MCD64A1 measured BA via an adaptation of the 'small fire boosting' approach developed by [11] (which is primarily driven by MODIS AF detections). (3rd column) Fraction of BA reported by GFED4.1s that comes from the SFB methodology of [11] , and (4th column) the fire radiative power (FRP) reported in the same area by the VIIRS-IM product of Zhang et al. [17] that is sensitive to both small and large fires. June and October are the periods of most intensive agricultural burning in this region of eastern China [17, 21] , which makes the 'strongly boosted' BA seen in August in GFED4.1s (highlighted with the blue dashed rectangle in (f)) seem potentially erroneous, and at odds with a lack of fire activity reported by the VIIRS-IM product for the same month (h).
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Figure 2.
Monthly burned area (0.25°) reported for 2016 across India by the MCD64A1 product, as derived from 500 m MODIS observations using the algorithm of [4] and reported by GFED4. In Punjab, north-western India (highlighted by the blue rectangle) fire shows a strong seasonal pattern, with activity occurring primarily in May and then again (stronger) in October and November. These periods are associated primarily with agricultural fires, with wheat stubble primarily burned in May and rice straw in October-November. [4] and reported by GFED4. In Punjab, north-western India (highlighted by the blue rectangle) fire shows a strong seasonal pattern, with activity occurring primarily in May and then again (stronger) in October and November. These periods are associated primarily with agricultural fires, with wheat stubble primarily burned in May and rice straw in October-November. Figure 1 illustrates the degree of adjustment made to eastern China's reported BA within GFED4.1s using the SFB approach for the key months of June, August and October 2015. This period encompasses the times within which the vast majority of burning occurs in this region [24] . Compared to GFED4, GFED4.1s identifies far more BA, both by reporting a generally higher BA within 0.25 • cells where both inventories identify the presence of fire, and by reporting additional BA in cells where GFED4s reports no fire at all. The BA reported by GFED4.1s for June and October 2015 is 4× higher than that reported by GFED4, and the increased spatial extent of the fire affected region reported by GFED4.1s (Figure 1b ,j) seems to agree far more with the FRP maps derived from the VIIRS-IM AF product developed by [17] and shown for the same months in Figure 1d ,i. This indicates that the GFED4.1s SFB is very likely to be improving the agricultural fire emissions estimates of these months over those of the forerunner GFED4 version, which clearly fails to identify much of the burning in this region during June and October (Figure 1a ,i). However, a very high BA (3093 km 2 ) is also reported by GFED4.1s in August, with most located between 29-33 • N and 119-122 • (the area identified by the blue rectangle in Figure 1f ). August is not a month known to be associated with agricultural burning in this area of eastern China, and this is confirmed by the lack of any significant fire activity in both the original GFED4 inventory (Figure 1e ) and in the 'small fire sensitive' VIIRS FRP record (Figure 1h ). Thus, whilst the SFB methodology included in GFED4.1s appears to have delivered some potential benefits during the months of June and October when many fires are certainly present in this landscape, its use in August has led to a new and very significant area of burning being reported that is likely incorrect.
Evaluation of GFED4.1s 'Small Fire Boosting'

Eastern China
Examination of Sentinel-2 and Landsat imagery for the suspicious area of GFED4.1s August burning highlighted in Figure 1f shows that, in fact, this area is not agricultural at all but is a high density urban area with little agricultural land, which is very unlikely to experience significant landscape burning. During development of the VIIRS-IM AF detection algorithm, large numbers of 'false alarm' VIIRS AF detections were initially found in this area of eastern China, caused by industrial activity and buildings whose rooftops are significantly more reflective and/or warmer than their surroundings [17] . Temporal filtering of these detections, along with landcover-based urban area masking, was used to screen out these false alarms in the final VIIRS-IM AF product [17] . However, no such filtering is applied within the MODIS MCD14 AF products, which are used to generate the SFB used in GFED4.1s. Therefore, it is likely that AF 'false alarms' present in the MODIS MCD14 products of this area are causing incorrectly boosted BA in GFED4.1s during August 2015.
The 10 m spatial resolution Sentinel-2 MSI true colour composite imagery provides high enough spatial detail to observe individual agricultural fields, and to examine the efficacy of the MODIS AF detections, the MCD14 dataset (observed during August 2016) was overlain on the Sentinel-2 MSI imagery ( Figure 3 ). This confirmed that most MODIS AF detections were located in non-agricultural areas, and so are very likely false alarms caused by the same types of urban features that initially resulted in erroneous AF detections in the unmasked VIIRS-IM AF product developed by [17] . In the case of the 1300 km 2 area shown in detail in Figure 3 (which covers two GFED grid cells from within the highlighted area of Figure 1f ; which in total is covered by 192 GFED grid cells), all fifty of this area's MCD14 MODIS AF detections are considered very likely to be false alarms, and these are transformed by the SFB into 41 km 2 of burned area reported for these two cells alone in GFED4.1s. The total GFED4.1s burned area for the highlighted region of Figure 1f is 1017 km 2 in August 2015, most could possibly be coming from the SFB. To confirm these MODIS active fires as false, all MODIS AF pixels from the entire June to October period for eastern China were classified as likely 'true fires' or likely 'false alarms' using the AF false-alarm mask utilised by Reference [17] , and were then evaluated for their impact on the GFED4.1s inventory at its native 0.25 • resolution (Figure 4) . Whilst large numbers of 'true' MODIS AF pixels were found in June and October 2015 within areas that the landcover Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 823 7 of 18 mask indicates as agricultural (Figure 7a from Reference [17] ), substantial numbers of AF false alarms were found in August in the highlighted area of Figure 1f , confirming their responsibility for the anomalously boosted GFED4.1s BA, which is reported as 3093 km 2 (Figure 1f ) compared to only 15 km 2 in GFED4 (Figure 1e ). The monthly contribution of the 'boosted' BA from suspected true AF and false alarms was evaluated using these classified MODIS AF pixel counts. Figure 5a shows the amount of BA coming from the burned area mapped by the MODIS BA (MCD64A1) product (as used in GFED4), along with that added by the SFB applied in GFED4.1s. Figure 5b shows the breakdown of SFB BA contributed by suspected true AFs and false alarms. Apart from June and October, each month is dominated by false alarms rather than correct AF detections. The burned area reported for this region by GFED4.1s is thus dominated by active fire false alarms and the small fire boosting strategy, rather than by real burning. Total MODIS-measured BA for the region (as reported in GFED4) is 3550 km 2 for 2015, whilst the GFED4.1s boost adds a further 8589 km 2 in grid cells dominated by 'true' AF detections, and a further 14,353 km 2 in grid cells dominated by suspected 'false alarm' AF detections.
We conclude therefore that the use of the SFB in GFED4.1s appears to have correctly increased the magnitude of the MODIS-mapped BA during the key fire months of June and October (Figure 1 ), adjusting for some of the negative bias in burned area and fire emissions caused by the inability of the MCD64A1 product to confidently detect agricultural fire BA. For these months, the SFB has also significantly improved the agreement between the GFED4.1s BA record and the VIIRS-IM data, as can be seen in Figure 1 . However, during August the GFED4.1s SFB strategy has introduced a significant false positive bias in the amount of burned area and thus in fire emissions, with the added burned area dominating the overall total measure of fire activity for this region and introducing a very significant BA (and thus fire emissions) signature during a month when fires are actually almost absent from the landscape.
Punjab, India
Burning in the Punjab region of India ( Figure 2 ) is spread across a far smaller area than eastern China, and we therefore studied a single GFED 0.25 • grid cell in detail, an area covering approximately 650 km 2 centred at 30.375 • N, 74.875 • E. Figure 6 shows that the MCD64A1 BA product reports negligible burning in October in this region (as therefore does GFED4), but reports dramatically increased burning in November (Figure 6a ,b). This contrasts with the generally accepted situation that both October and November show significant agricultural burning in the Punjab region [15, 20, 25] . The boosted GFED4.1s shows slightly more BA in October than GFED4, though this still represents only 13% of the Oct-Nov total ( Figure 6a ). By contrast, the daily cumulative FRP data from the MODIS MCD14 and VIIRS-IM AF products show a generally linear trend over the October-November period (e.g., Figure 6c ,d), agreeing with the general consensus that this region's fire activity is roughly comparable between the months of October and November. Thus, despite the MODIS AF product appearing to capture the temporal distribution of fire activity reasonably well for the months of October and November, these data have not led to a large enough BA bias correction when deployed in the SFB process used by Reference [11] , and as implemented in GFED4.1s. To help understand this, ten Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2 scenes from the period were combined and used to map BA within the GFED grid cell analysed in Figure 6 at high spatial resolution. Mapping was done using the dNBR approach described in Section 2.3. The resulting BA timeseries (BA_dNBR; Figure 6e ) starts to increase from the beginning of October, and shows a total cumulative burned area of around 200 km 2 by the end of that month, and over 550 km 2 by the end of November (equivalent to more than 80% of the GFED grid cell; see colour composites and BA_dNBR maps in Figure 7 ). The evolution of the BA_dNBR (Figure 6e Figure 3. MODIS 1 km active fire (AF) detections produced using the algorithm described in [4] and displayed in red within two 0.25 deg × 0.25 deg areas (representing the areas of two GFED grid cells) in eastern China, overlaying Sentinel-2 true colour composites (centered at 31.875° N,120.625° E and 31.625° N,120.875° E respectively, retrieved on 22 August 2016). Every one of the MODIS AF detections can be seen to be located in an area where outdoor vegetation burning is unlikely to have occurred, for example in residential and industrial areas. None are on agricultural land, and it is therefore very likely that these AF detections are false alarms caused by manmade structures being warmer or more glint-inducing than their surroundings-as detailed in References [7, 17] . Such effects mean AF detection algorithms are frequently subject to these types of false alarms in eastern China, and Reference [17] developed methods to mask these false alarms based on temporal persistence and landcover information. The MCD14 AF product does not apply such masking, so the false alarms remain, and their presence in areas not matched by MODIS burned area detections causes GFED4.1s to report significant burned area for these two grid cells (24 and 19 km 2 , respectively). These large burned areas come from the application of the 'boosting' methodology of [11] which is used within GFEDv4.1s to 'boost' burned area undetected by the MODIS MCD64A1 BA product. This SFB method takes MODIS AF detections located at sites where there is matching MCD64A1 detected burned area and, once a calibration between AF count and BA size is developed, uses the AF's detected in areas where no MCD64A1 burned area detection occurs to estimate the 'undetected' BA from the presumed 'small fires' (see Figure 1f for locations of these cells and [11] for full details of the SFB methodology). . Every one of the MODIS AF detections can be seen to be located in an area where outdoor vegetation burning is unlikely to have occurred, for example in residential and industrial areas. None are on agricultural land, and it is therefore very likely that these AF detections are false alarms caused by manmade structures being warmer or more glint-inducing than their surroundings-as detailed in References [7, 17] . Such effects mean AF detection algorithms are frequently subject to these types of false alarms in eastern China, and Reference [17] developed methods to mask these false alarms based on temporal persistence and landcover information. The MCD14 AF product does not apply such masking, so the false alarms remain, and their presence in areas not matched by MODIS burned area detections causes GFED4.1s to report significant burned area for these two grid cells (24 and 19 km 2 , respectively). These large burned areas come from the application of the 'boosting' methodology of [11] which is used within GFEDv4.1s to 'boost' burned area undetected by the MODIS MCD64A1 BA product. This SFB method takes MODIS AF detections located at sites where there is matching MCD64A1 detected burned area and, once a calibration between AF count and BA size is developed, uses the AF's detected in areas where no MCD64A1 burned area detection occurs to estimate the 'undetected' BA from the presumed 'small fires' (see Figure 1f for locations of these cells and [11] for full details of the SFB methodology). Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 18 Overall, these results indicate that to some extent, the SFB of GFED4.1s was able to correctly boost fire activity in October 2016 in the Punjab region compared to what was present in the original GFED4, but that the magnitude of this adjustment was insufficient to make up for the underestimation of agricultural fire BA present in the baseline MCD64A1 BA data, due to its limited ability to map the burns coming from the typically rather small agricultural fires. In November it appears that the MCD64A1 BA data provides far better detections than in October, possibly because the total cumulative burned area on the landscape has become very large by that stage. Overall, these results indicate that to some extent, the SFB of GFED4.1s was able to correctly boost fire activity in October 2016 in the Punjab region compared to what was present in the original GFED4, but that the magnitude of this adjustment was insufficient to make up for the underestimation of agricultural fire BA present in the baseline MCD64A1 BA data, due to its limited ability to map the burns coming from the typically rather small agricultural fires. In November it appears that the MCD64A1 BA data provides far better detections than in October, possibly because the total cumulative burned area on the landscape has become very large by that stage. Monthly fire activity for 2012-2015 for eastern China (area shown in Figure 1 ). (a) GFED4-reported burned area (BA) (derived only from the MODIS MCD64A1 BA product), along with the additional BA reported in GFED4.1s that comes from the 'small fire boost' derived using the method reported in [11] ). Most of the GFED4.1s BA comes from the SFB rather than actual MODIS BA mapping. (b) 'Boosted' BA data classified as either BA derived from suspected true active fire detections, or BA derived from suspected AF false alarms (classifiedusing landcover-based masking; see Figure 4 ). 
Underlying Issues with MCD64A1 and MCD14
Given the issues with the GFED-reported MODIS BA for agricultural regions identified in Section 3, further analysis of the underlying MODIS BA product (MCD64A1) was deemed necessary. This analysis was performed using comparisons between the MODIS-mapped BA and the MCD14 and VIIRS-IM AF products, and to Landsat/ Sentinel-2 imagery. The analysis was conducted for both the eastern China and Punjab study areas detailed in the previous Sections, and Figure 8 shows two cases where the MODIS MCD64A1 BA product clearly failed to identify fire affected areas. Figure 8a -c gives an example of a relatively large (~50 km 2 ) fire in eastern China, covering almost half of the GFED 0.25 • grid cell. Smoke and flames seen in the Landsat imagery of Figure 8b confirm the timing and location of the fire, but Figure 8d shows that the MODIS MCD64A1 product barely detected any BA here. By contrast, both MCD14 and VIIRS-IM AF products appear to delineate the fire affected area rather well, with the VIIRS-IM product's smaller pixel size enabling it to provide the most detailed representation of the shape and extent of the fire (Figure 8d) , observed in the Landsat imagery (Figure 8c) .
Figure 8e-h shows a similar analysis for a 0.25 • region of the Punjab, but in this case the numerous fires present in the area are typically individually far smaller than those seen in the China example of Figure 8a -d. The MCD64A1 BA product consequently fails to detect many of the fires north of the river that bisects the grid cell, though it does appear to detect many that occur south of the river (Figure 8h ). Figure 8h indicates that MCD14 also shows a similar performance, delivering an apparently reasonably record south of the river, but less so north of the river. These results indicate that both the MODIS BA and AF products fail to identify many of the fires in this particularly small-fire dominated landscape. By contrast, the smaller pixel area of the VIIRS-IM product has allowed it to detect far more AFs than does the MODIS MCD14 product (Figure 8h ), and these AF detections agree well with the area of burning identified in the Landsat imagery timeseries (Figure 8e-g ). This reflects the strong small fire sensitivity of the 375 m spatial resolution VIIRS I-Band when used with an appropriately optimised active fire detection algorithm, as reported by [7, 17] .
We also note some detection commission errors within the MCD64A1 BA data, which could relate to areas of harvesting incorrectly identified as burning by the MCD61A1 change detection algorithm (Figures 9 and 10) . Figure 9 highlights a case in eastern China where the fire clusters detected by the MODIS MCD64A1 burned area product disagree with the AF detections of the MODIS MCD14 and VIIRS-IM products, and are also not co-located with any burn scars identifiable in the 30 m spatial resolution Landsat imagery. The MCD64A1-identified burned areas are dislocated in space (Figure 9a,b) , and time (Figure 9c-e) relative to the active fire detections made with the other data sources. Most of the burned area was identified in the period 1-2 June by MCD64A1, whilst active fires only appear ten days later (11 June, both in the MODIS MCD14 and VIIRS-IM data. A possible explanation for this is that the MCD64A1 algorithm (which is primarily using changes in surface spectral reflectance ratios to identify areas of burning; see [25] ) is actually identifying harvesting, since both processes applied in this environment are removing senescent surface vegetation and exposing soils beneath. ) show the mapped fire activity respectively reported in these same two areas during the same period by the 500 m MODIS MCD64A1 burned area (BA) products, the 1 km MCD14 active fire (AF) product, and the 375 m VIIRS-IM AF product. Compared to the evidence from Landsat, eastern China appears to have large areas of burning missing in the MCD64A1 BA product, whereas in the Punjab the MCD64A1 product appears to do relatively well south of the river that bisects the grid cell from southwest to northeast, but less so north of the river where the small agricultural fires appear more fragmented in the Landsat imagery. The spatial and temporal disagreement of MCD64A1 with MCD14, VIIRS-IM and the Landsat 8 imagery indicates that the burned area detected here by MCD64A1 seems likely to be caused by nonfire processes (e.g., crop harvesting) and is therefore represents an error of commission rather than true fire activity. When the fires do occur (as seen in the AF data) the MCD61A1 then fails to detect their 'real' burned area, resulting in a BA error of omission.
To investigate the scale of the temporal disagreement of the MCD64A1 burned area detections with two AF products shown in Figure 9 , we further examined the 50 grids with the highest MCD64A1 detected BA from May to June 2012-2015 and compared the timing of the BA identification with that of the AF detections contained within the MODIS MCD14 and VIIRS-IM products ( Figure  10 ). Almost all of the 200 cases examined from across 4-year shared the same temporal mismatch problem demonstrated in Figure 9 . Taking the year 2014 as an example, both MCD14 and VIIRS-IM AF data suggest two fire peaks occurred around 10 June, whilst the BA data from MCD64A1 identified a peak around 31 May, ten days earlier than the active fire detections. The consistent temporal disagreement shown in Figures 9 and 10 suggests that the MCD64A1 BA data (and therefore the un-boosted GFED inventory measures which use it as their burned area metric) may be unsuited for studying the detail of fire activity and fire emissions in agricultural areas, where harvesting can be easily mistaken for burning by BA mapping algorithms using moderate spatial resolution imagery as input (e.g., MCD64A1). Therefore, not only is there a possibility that the MCD64A1 product is delivering a low-biased BA in such areas, but the timing of the burning is also sometimes erroneously shifted earlier in the season due to the burned area detection algorithm identifying harvesting as burning. The MODIS BA Product User Guide [25] in fact suggests that MCD64A1 burned area detections in croplands should generally be treated with a low degree of confidence, due to the inherent difficulty in mapping agricultural burning reliably with moderate spatial resolution datasets, including the potential confusion with processes such as harvesting. Active fire detection products can identify far smaller fires than the BA mapping products based on the same spatial resolution data, and also do not confuse fire detections with harvesting. Thus GFED4.1s deploys the MODIS AF products within the 'small fire boost' methodology [11] evaluated in Section 3 to attempt to correct for the low-biases in MCD64A1 burned area. However, because MODIS' 1 km MCD14 AF temporal distribution of three fire products, MCD64A1 BA data, along with MCD14 and VIIRS-IM AF data. The spatial and temporal disagreement of MCD64A1 with MCD14, VIIRS-IM and the Landsat 8 imagery indicates that the burned area detected here by MCD64A1 seems likely to be caused by non-fire processes (e.g., crop harvesting) and is therefore represents an error of commission rather than true fire activity. When the fires do occur (as seen in the AF data) the MCD61A1 then fails to detect their 'real' burned area, resulting in a BA error of omission.
To investigate the scale of the temporal disagreement of the MCD64A1 burned area detections with two AF products shown in Figure 9 , we further examined the 50 grids with the highest MCD64A1 detected BA from May to June 2012-2015 and compared the timing of the BA identification with that of the AF detections contained within the MODIS MCD14 and VIIRS-IM products (Figure 10 ). Almost all of the 200 cases examined from across 4-year shared the same temporal mismatch problem demonstrated in Figure 9 . Taking the year 2014 as an example, both MCD14 and VIIRS-IM AF data suggest two fire peaks occurred around 10 June, whilst the BA data from MCD64A1 identified a peak around 31 May, ten days earlier than the active fire detections. The consistent temporal disagreement shown in Figures 9 and 10 suggests that the MCD64A1 BA data (and therefore the un-boosted GFED inventory measures which use it as their burned area metric) may be unsuited for studying the detail of fire activity and fire emissions in agricultural areas, where harvesting can be easily mistaken for burning by BA mapping algorithms using moderate spatial resolution imagery as input (e.g., MCD64A1). Therefore, not only is there a possibility that the MCD64A1 product is delivering a low-biased BA in such areas, but the timing of the burning is also sometimes erroneously shifted earlier in the season due to the burned area detection algorithm identifying harvesting as burning. The MODIS BA Product User Guide [25] in fact suggests that MCD64A1 burned area detections in croplands should generally be treated with a low degree of confidence, due to the inherent difficulty in mapping agricultural burning reliably with moderate spatial resolution datasets, including the potential confusion with processes such as harvesting. Active fire detection products can identify far smaller fires than the BA mapping products based on the same spatial resolution data, and also do not confuse fire detections with harvesting. Thus GFED4.1s deploys the MODIS AF products within the 'small fire boost' methodology [11] evaluated in Section 3 to attempt to correct for the low-biases in MCD64A1 burned area. However, because MODIS' 1 km MCD14 AF detections suffer from many false alarms in eastern China during summer months such as August, some of the resulting very significant 'boosts' to burned area need to be treated with caution, as detailed in Section 3. We now also see that any problems resulting from the SFB's attempt at correcting for MCD61A1 errors of omission may actually in some cases be compounding errors caused by harvest-related MCD64A1 burned area mapping errors of commission, as depicted in Figures 8-10 . However, it is the case that if it is assumed that the harvested fields will subsequently have their residues burned, the temporal error introduced by the mis-identification of harvesting as burning seen in Figure 9 may not be so important at a monthly temporal resolution, which is the default of GFED.
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Summary and Conclusions
The most recent version of the widely used Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED4.1s) includes a version of the 'small fire boost' (SFB) methodology of [11] in an attempt to adjust for the low-biases in burned area (BA) reported by the MODIS MCD64A1 BA product. This upward adjustment in BA is particularly important in areas dominated by 'small fires', whose burned areas are difficult to map with the MODIS 500 m spatial resolution data that form the primary input to the MCD64A1 algorithm [10, 11] . The GFED4.1s SFB approach is applied within each 0.25° GFED grid cell, and within each cell MODIS MCD14 active fire (AF) detections occurring outside of the burned areas mapped with MCD64A1 BA product are used to increase the reported burned area. The impact of this strategy is most significant in agricultural areas where crop residues are burned in the fields, as occurs for example across many parts of Asia [10] . Here the fire regime and fire emissions release is typically dominated by very large numbers of individually small fires, whose smoke emissions have significant implications for local and regional air quality. By comparing information from GFED4.1s shown here. MCD64A1 reported burned area typically peaks 1 to 2 weeks before the AF products detect the peak in fire occurrence, suggesting that the BA product is identifying the initial harvesting of the crop rather than any subsequent burning of the crop residue left in the fields after harvest.
The most recent version of the widely used Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED4.1s) includes a version of the 'small fire boost' (SFB) methodology of [11] in an attempt to adjust for the low-biases in burned area (BA) reported by the MODIS MCD64A1 BA product. This upward adjustment in BA is particularly important in areas dominated by 'small fires', whose burned areas are difficult to map with the MODIS 500 m spatial resolution data that form the primary input to the MCD64A1 algorithm [10, 11] . The GFED4.1s SFB approach is applied within each 0.25 • GFED grid cell, and within each cell MODIS MCD14 active fire (AF) detections occurring outside of the burned areas mapped with MCD64A1 BA product are used to increase the reported burned area. The impact of this strategy is most significant in agricultural areas where crop residues are burned in the fields, as occurs for example across many parts of Asia [10] . Here the fire regime and fire emissions release is typically dominated by very large numbers of individually small fires, whose smoke emissions have significant implications for local and regional air quality. By comparing information from GFED4.1s and the forerunner (unboosted) GFED4 inventories, along with the original MODIS MCD64A1 BA and MCD14 AF products and higher spatial resolution data available from VIIRS, Landsat and Sentinel-2, we have evaluated the performance and implications of the GFED4.1s SFB in the key agricultural burning regions of eastern China and the Punjab, north-western India.
In eastern China we find that during the peak two months of the fire season (June and October), the application of the SFB works reasonably well to correctly increase the BA estimated by the MODIS MCD64A1 product, and the 'boosted' BA in GFED4.1s appears therefore to better represent the timing and location of the agricultural fires occurring in these months compared to the 'unboosted' GFED4 MCD64A1 burned area alone. The GFED4.1s SFB thus appears to provide some definite benefit in these months for the agricultural fire emissions calculations. However, numerous false alarms present within the MODIS MCD14 AF product over industrial and urbanised areas of eastern China do introduce significant problems, most particularly in August when they manifest most strongly and act within the SFB methodology to introduce considerable additional 'boosted' BA into GFED4.1s during a period of the year when agricultural fires are in fact largely absent from eastern China. Our calculations suggest that more than half (around 54%) of the total dry matter fuel consumption reported by GFED4.1s in eastern China in the year examined here (2015) is a result of MODIS AF false alarms and the SFB approach, and thus the majority of the smoke emissions reported by GFED4.1s in this area of the world is false.
In the Punjab region, the October to November period is a major agricultural burning season [21, 23] , as seen in the AF datasets examined herein (Section 3). However, GFED4 only reports substantial fire activity in November, a consequence of the burned area omission errors in the underlying 500 m MCD64A1 BA product, which understandably often finds it difficult to identify small agricultural burns. The GFED4.1s SFB strategy correctly uses the MODIS AF detections to increase the reported BA for October, demonstrating some potential for the approach, but the magnitude of the BA increase is far too small to match the actual fire activity observed in higher spatial resolution BA data and AF time-series ( Figure 6 ).
To investigate the underlying issues with the agricultural fire characterisations, we directly compared the MCD64A1 BA data with other remotely sensed fire datasets, and confirmed that the 500 m spatial resolution MODIS MCD64A1 product does indeed fail to detect much of the burning occurring in these agricultural regions, ranging from the individually small but highly numerous fires in the Punjab and to even relatively large (~50 km 2 ) burn patches in eastern China (hence the rational for the 'small fire boost' methodology developed by [11] and implemented in GFED4.1s). Furthermore, the MCD64A1 BA product also appears to sometimes mistakenly classify recently harvested areas as burning (Figures 9 and 10 ). These types of performance limitations in agricultural regions are known issues to some extent [25] , and are one reason why AF products appear to provide significantly more reliable spatio-temporal patterns of fire activity in these 'small fire dominated' regions, especially those based on higher spatial resolution input data such as the 375 m VIIRS I-Band that can identify fires around 10× smaller than can the MODIS AF product [17] . The inability of the 1 km MODIS AF data to detect large numbers of the smallest agricultural fires in the Punjab region appears to be the cause of the GFED SFB strategy failing to deliver the magnitude of BA increase needed in October 2016 for example (Figure 6a) . Nevertheless, the SFB approach does increase the reported BA in this month, and so shows some potential for improving biomass burning estimates in such small-fire dominated regions. However, this ability is limited in many ways, and beyond not providing the correct magnitude of bias correction, the SFB strategy risks introducing into the GFED inventory incorrect representations of fire activity at certain times of the year, as we have found has occurred in eastern China. The varied performance of the GFED4.1s SFB found in eastern China and the Punjab region, which represent some of the most significant areas of agricultural burning worldwide, implies that the GFED4.1s cannot necessarily be relied upon to deliver the correct timing, spatial extent and magnitude of fire activity in areas dominated by agricultural burning (and possibly other types of 'small fire' dominated' biome). Therefore, we recommend that GFED4.1s users examine the contribution of the 'boosted' BA/emissions to the total BA/emissions prior to the use of this important fire emissions database, especially in areas that might be expected to be dominated by smaller fires. These data fields are present in GFED4.1s and enable users to identify where the SFB has had the greatest impact on the reported fire emissions. Future work to enhance the performance of this type of burned-area based fire emissions inventory in small fire dominated areas, such as agricultural regions, should very likely focus on the introduction of higher spatial resolution BA data, such as that derived from Landsat or Sentinel-2. If active fire data are used in future implementations of the GFED small fire boosting strategy, then consideration should be given to improving its performance and representativeness by using higher spatial resolution sources such as the VIIRS I-Band, and to employing strategies to identify and pre-mask active fire false alarms in regions where these are known to dominate [7, 17] . 
